
 

Tunisian Baby Blanket 

Measures approx.. 21 x 21 

 

Ch 101 then work Tunisian foundation row or 

Tunisian simple stitch by inserting hook into 

chain yo and pull up a loop. With loop 

remaining on hook insert hook into next chain 

yo and pull up a loop (2 loops on Hook) 

continue to the end. Now work the foundation 

row return pass as follows. Ch 1 then yo over 

and pull through 1 loop on hook. Now *yo and 

pull through 2 loops on hook*. Continue 

between * to end of row. 

Row 1 - 3. Do not ch at the beginning of any 

 

Supplies 

Afghan Crochet Hook 

(Tunisian Crochet Hook) 

 Size 8 or 5.0mm 

Bernat Baby Sport in color of 

your choice 

800yds 

Stitches 

Yarn Over …yo 

Chain …ch 

Tunisian Simple Stitch 

TSS 

Tunisian Knit Stitch  

TKS 

Tunisian Pearl Stitch 

TPS 



row. With one loop on your hook work *1 TKS in each of first 3 

stitches, then work TPS in each of next 3 stitches* and 

continuing with the pattern between * to the end of the row. 

In the last stitch in the row, work a TKS by inserting hook 

through 2 loops for a nice even strong finished edge.  

Return pass Ch 1  do not turn, yo and pull through 1 loop then 

finish working the return pass by yo and pulling through 2 

loops to the end of the row. 

Row 4-6   With one loop on your hook work *1 TPS in each of 

first 3 stitches, then work TKS in each of next 3 stitches* and 

continuing with the pattern between * to the end of the row. 

In the last stitch in the row work a TKS by inserting hook 

through 2 loops for a nice even strong finished edge. .  

Return Pass  Ch 1  do not turn, yo and pull through 1 loop then 

finish working the return pass by yo and pulling through 2 

loops to the end of the row. 

Continue repeating each 3 row pattern of rows 1-3 and 4-6 to 

 


